


Your goal is to enhance agility and drive growth for your company. 

Your users are demanding best-of-breed apps that work on any 

device from any location, but do you have the right Identity Access 

Management (IAM) tools in place to confidently deliver a secure, 

seamless experience?

Legacy architecture and lack of automation can be massive 

burdens that drain your IT resources. Maintenance is costly and 

risks breaking current integrations and upgrades. Not to mention, 

ensuring the right people have access to the right information at the 

right time is extremely difficult without the right tools. 

 

Modernize your IT infrastructure with the Okta Identity Cloud. 

Connect all of your apps and devices quickly and easily. Your 

employees, contractors, and partners get a single secure way to 

access everything they need, instantly.

 

When identity is in the cloud, everybody gets to work  

faster and happier.

Here’s how Vivint Solar, Experian, Envision, Broadcom, News 

Corp, FCC, Engie, and Fox are enhancing agility and driving 

business growth.

One architecture for identity.
Configurable by you.



900%
increase in ROI

4,500
users accessing 
applications  
through Okta 

95%
reduction in password 
reset requests

Solar energy moves to the cloud 

Beginning in 2015, Vivint Solar moves away from a traditional, 

on-prem IT model and adopts a 100% cloud strategy. As a first 

step, they begin developing custom sales tools on the Amazon 

Web Services platform.

On-prem incompatibilities

IT finds it difficult to deploy and manage cloud apps and 

infrastructure with its on-premises identity solution. Vivint Solar 

switches to G Suite and the search begins for a cloud-based 

identity provider. 

Identity in the cloud 

Vivint Solar IT chooses Okta, and moves the password store 

from AD to Universal Directory. Next, they deploy Workday as 

a master for employee attributes. Okta syncs with Workday and 

pushes the data out to apps, automating employee onboarding 

and offboarding.

AD power without the cost

To support AD-dependent apps, Vivint Solar sets up AWS-

hosted AD. With the transition to the cloud, Vivint reports saving 

hundreds of thousands of dollars in licensing and infrastructure. 

Okta integration makes it possible.

Unifying customers, partners, and employees 

After Okta purchased Stormpath in 2017, Vivint Solar moves 

customer and partner Stormpath-supported apps to Okta’s API. 

The newly unified identity infrastructure helps the company 

consolidate data and offer customers more value. 

Vivint Solar blazes an IT trail for customers, 
employees and partners in the cloud.

–Mike Hincks

Director of IT Infrastructure, 
Vivint Solar

Instead of paying 
$170,000 in Active 
Directory user 
CALs, I’m paying a 
fraction of the cost 
in subscriptions for 
cloud services. Okta 
makes this huge cost 
savings possible.

Read the full case study

https://www.okta.com/customers/vivint-solar/


16,000
employees connected 
to Okta, along with  
all their applications

<1 year
to company-wide 
implementation 
for employees, 
customers,  
and partners

6
disparate identity 
management  
technologies  
replaced by Okta

A standout consumer app 

Experian Consumer Services’ Credit Tracker app becomes a 

huge hit with customers for its unprecedented access to credit 

management tools. Okta provides the identity component.

Standardized identity management

Company-wide, Experian relies on six disparate identity 

management providers. IT leaders recognize the need to 

consolidate, and choose Okta as the standard.

More accessible employee apps 

Experian deploys Okta internally to Experian’s 16,000 

employees, connecting all applications company-wide  

and retiring six on-prem services within a few months.

Unified authentication, company-wide

Next, Experian brings its external business services  

applications onto the Okta platform. In less than a year,  

the company brings all employees, customers, and partners 

onto Okta.

Enabling the API economy 

Experian begins building an API services environment that 

allows customers to interface with Experian data sources 

programmatically. Okta’s integration with Apigee makes  

it possible.

Experian employees, consumers, partners: 
Diverse experiences. One identity standard.

–Barry Libenson

Chief Information Officer, 
Experian

Okta is the go-
forward strategy for 
all authentication, 
and will be the single 
standard that we use. 
It will have a huge 
impact on everything 
we build going 
forward.

Read the full case study

https://www.okta.com/customers/experian/


20
acquisitions over  
the past two years 

40
registered  
Okta accounts 

33
Office 365  
domains federated 
through Okta 

Seeking security in the cloud 

Envision Healthcare develops a cloud-first strategy to 

support its mobile workforce, enhance security, and adhere 

to HIPAA rules.

Need for identity management

As the company grows through acquiring companies, 

technology plays a significant role in onboarding new teams. 

IT looks for a solution to help manage identities, secure access, 

and protect patient data without any downtime.

Okta proves best choice  

A primary reason for selecting Okta was its ability to give IT the 

power to provide much faster access to users newly acquired 

through M&A. Envision notes a significant overall increase 

in productivity and improved security, all while decreasing 

administration costs.

Seamless integrations

IT gains control over who has access to services as they join 

and leave the company, and insight into whether users are 

adhering to company security policies.

From security to accessibility 

IT rolls out Okta’s Adaptive Multi-Factor Authentication to 

secure company data and provide a seamless way for  

users to access the tools they need, while adhering to 

compliance requirements. 

Okta eases Envision Healthcare’s IT challenges, 
enhancing agility and security in the cloud. 

–Mark Hagan

Chief Information Officer, 
Envision Healthcare

Healthcare companies 
looking for two-factor 
authentication, the 
ability to manage 
their identities, and 
capabilities to federate 
with other hospitals—
as well as a universal 
directory—should 
seriously look at Okta.

Read the full case study

https://www.okta.com/customers/envision-healthcare/


40+
apps connected 
to Okta

50%
less time spent 
integrating newly 
acquired directories

30%
faster time-to-
productivity for 
new users from  
M&A activity

Broadcom Limited relies on Okta to ease 
acquisitions and increase productivity. 

From an IT 
perspective, with 
mergers and 
acquisitions, we 
need to find a 
simple and efficient 
way to onboard 
these employees 
so that they can be 
productive starting 
on day one.

–Neeraj Malhora 

Identity Management and 
Services Manager, Broadcom

Embracing the cloud 

Broadcom has a vision to leverage the cloud and move away 

from using on-premises servers, infrastructure, and the hassles 

associated with managing them.

Single source of truth 

IT moves away from legacy solutions—some homegrown,  

others provided by CA Technologies and Oracle—to the Okta 

Identity Cloud for SSO, MFA, and Universal Directory.

Securing identity and access management  

With global employees expecting seamless access to their 

work apps, regardless of device and location, Broadcom looks 

to Okta for an integrated identity management solution. The 

company further improved employee productivity by providing 

seamless access to best-of-breed cloud services like GSuite, 

Box, and Workday.

Automating lifecycle management

IT finds that by working with Okta and ServiceNow, they 

can automate lifecycle changes directly from Workday and 

streamline access, onboarding, and offboarding.

Streamlining administration 

Broadcom leverages Okta to enable partners to connect to 

an application portal, improving ease of administration and a 

federated sign-in flow.
Read the full case study

https://www.okta.com/customers/broadcom/


25,000
employees connected 
to Okta in nine months

150
apps integrated into 
one identity solution 

70%
of provisioning 
tasks automated 

–Ramin Beheshta

Head of Enterprise, Dow Jones 

News Corp  transforms media. Okta helps all 
25,000 global  employees connect.

The fact that you 
can solve usability 
and security 
concerns with one 
solution—that’s a 
key benefit. What 
Okta promised, they 
actually delivered.

The usability-security challenge

After the company moves to best-of-breed cloud apps  

including Google Apps, Dropbox, and AWS, it sets out to find  

an identity provider to provide secure, easy access for 

employees around the world.

A unifying force

News Corp rolls out Okta SSO, replacing redundant solutions, 

integrating 150 apps in nine months, and connecting its 

business units with a common set of hero applications. 

Securing vulnerable users 

Okta makes it easy for employees to access applications 

securely. News Corp adds multi-factor authentication for 

additional security, when required.

Automated provisioning

The company adds Universal Directory and Lifecycle 

Management to its Okta solution, automating 70% of 

provisioning tasks and getting new employees up and  

running about two hours faster.

Adding more value

News Corp sees a significant bump in productivity as 

employees gain access from anywhere and across  

business units. 
Read the full case study

https://www.okta.com/customers/news-corp/


2,500
employees using  
Okta to access  
their applications

15
apps integrated  
into Okta

6x
less expensive than 
existing on-prem 
infrastructure

A cost-effective solution  

The cost of running legacy, on-prem systems at the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) was getting out of control. 

Okta’s job? Reducing costs and improving business agility by 

helping them transition to the cloud.

Modernization made easy 

Getting long-time employees to accept new technology can be 

a tough task. Okta’s making the modernization process faster 

and more seamless—allowing the FCC to spend more time on 

employee education.

A extra layer of protection  

When you’re responsible for the banking information of about 

two million license holders, strong security is non-negotiable. 

Okta’s identity management services help keep that information 

protected by adding an extra layer of security to the FCC’s 

cloud services. Plus, Okta’s FedRAMP certification ensures that 

cloud data is protected by an extremely high quality of security 

assessment, authorization, and continuous monitoring.

Convenient access to every app

Okta Single Sign-On, Lifecycle Management, and Multi-Factor 

Authentication (MFA) make it secure and easy for internal 

employees and license applicants to access the apps they 

need—when and where they need them.

The FCC keeps the country’s communications 
on track. Okta keeps them private.

Okta is one of the 
key portions of the 
flexible enterprise 
architecture that we 
had put together. It 
will really help us 
deliver an identity 
layer on top of the 
other cloud products 
we’ve selected.

–Byron Caswell

Consultant and Senior Strategy 
Advisor for Innovation and 
Technology working with the FCC

Read the full case study

https://www.okta.com/customers/fcc/


Global transformation for a planetary challenge  

ENGIE resolves to lead the transition to a more sustainable 

world. To align, the company moves from a hierarchical 

business model to one distributed across 24 geographies.  

To do this, ENGIE needs an identity solutions that can connect 

business units globally, while facilitating adoption and 

innovation at the local level.

Symplified synchronization 

After testing several solutions, ENGIE chooses Okta Universal 

Directory for its ability to simply and quickly connect 100+ 

Active Directory domains that had been built in different ways.

Transformation on a timeline  

ENGIE deploys Office 365 to 120,000+ employees across  

60+ countries in six months. The Okta platform facilitates 

both global communication and an agile, decentralized 

business model.

A more inclusive enterprise

IT gains the trust of ENGIE business leaders, quickly integrating 

40+ requested apps. The company brings an additional 50,000 

field workers online for the first time.

Steadfast security

Okta simplifies security and access across ENGIE. The company 

also implemented Adaptive Multi-Factor Authentication, adding 

another layer of protection for sensitive documents.

We have been 
able to deploy 
Office 365 to 
more than 120,000 
users across 60 
countries in less 
than six months. 
Our partnership with 
Okta was essential 
to get that done.

–Claude Pierre

Deputy Group Chief Information 
Officer, ENGIE Group

120,000
employees using Okta 
to access applications 
from anywhere

40+
applications 
integrated into Okta 

100+
active directory 
domains consolidated 
to one Global Address 
List for Office 365

ENGIE leads the world to a sustainable future. 
Okta plays a critical role.

Read the full case study

https://www.okta.com/customers/engie/


For 20th Century Fox: Connecting thousands 
of employees and hundreds of partners. 

22,000
employees using Okta

20
minutes to configure 
new applications  

200
companies involved 
for a blockbuster film 
connected to Fox 
digital supply chain 
with Okta

Our selection of 
Okta is not about just 
solving username 
and passwords. It’s so 
much more strategic. 
This is the foundation 
for how we create 
seamless experiences 
for our users.

–John Herbert

Chief Information Officer, 
20th Century Fox

Move to the cloud  

As teams become more distributed, cloud technologies, such 

as Box and Salesforce, help Fox teams and business partners 

collaborate and do their best work. Fox recognizes the need 

to simplify and scale cloud application provisioning for internal 

and external teams.

A savvy partner 

After developing a strong relationship with Box, Fox takes 

their advice and engages Box partner, Okta, to handle identity 

management for 5,000 Fox employees.

Seamless login   

Fox quickly realizes how Okta can help them connect all their 

users and apps, and decides to roll out Okta to their entire 

employee base of 22,000 people.

Extended enterprise 

Fox takes the next step, bringing external partners onto the 

Okta platform. Global collaboration becomes a piece of cake.

Secure access

Okta helps Fox IT seamlessly connect the company’s many 

divisions, its key business partners, and its complex Active 

Directory environment. With Okta, it’s easy to manage access 

policies efficiently—all without the need for a heavy hardware 

or software footprint.
Read the full case study

https://www.okta.com/customers/twentieth-century-fox/



